INTRODUCTION
============

Molecular cell biologists rely on a variety of methods to decipher protein activities and interactions during dynamic cellular processes. These commonly include the traditional biochemical assays reconstituted with purified components or complex cellular fractions and the more modern live cell--based protein reporter assays. Although these approaches have provided amazing insights and vast amounts of information, understanding precise molecular dynamics and interactions in a cell\'s native environment remains challenging. Even coimmunoprecipitation, often interpreted as "in vivo interaction" in publications, really reflects proteins\' ability to bind each other in a cell extract. Other methods of reporting protein interactions using live cells, such as two-hybrid ([@B11]) or protein complementation assays ([@B19]), report on the general ability of proteins to bind each other but do not provide spatial or temporal resolution in in vivo settings.

Early in the 1970s, Elliot Elson, Douglas Magde, and Watt Webb described how a statistical analysis of small fluctuations in fluorescence emission intensity as molecules diffuse through a focal volume could reveal detailed information about the dynamics of the diffusing fluorescent particles and their kinetic interactions ([@B10]; [@B17]). Nearly four decades later, technical improvements and commercially available systems have finally brought the power of fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (FFS) analysis to the door-front of cell and molecular biologists. At the same time, the continual improvement of autofluorescent proteins (AFPs) has allowed for these measurements to be implemented with minimal invasiveness to the cell, i.e., by using genetically coded fluorescent tags expressed at or near native levels. In this perspective, we review several basic FFS-based methods from a biologist\'s viewpoint. For more technical reviews, see recent method descriptions ([@B14]; [@B22]). Due to space limitation, we focus on three basic methods involving point FFS that have been successfully applied to live cells to generate useful biological insights.

THE PRINCIPLE OF FFS AND POINT FLUORESCENCE CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY
====================================================================

We are all familiar with laser scanning confocal microscopy, where a laser beam scans rapidly across a biological specimen and the fluorescence intensity of the emitted light is recorded and assembled into an image. The simplest type of FFS, point fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), is also performed using a confocal microscope but with important differences. In FCS, instead of scanning across the specimen, a laser beam is parked at the cellular location of interest for several seconds ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). As fluorescent molecules diffuse in and out of the focal volume, the fluctuations of the emitted light due to changes in molecular number are recorded with single photon counters. Correlation analysis is one method to extract information from these recorded fluctuations ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, B--D). In the simplest case, imagine one molecule diffusing through the focal volume of a confocal microscope ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Fluorescence emission is collected and the correlation (likeness) of the emission profile is calculated by computationally shifting the data trace in time (with spacing τ, [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, B--D). For a diffusing molecule, we expect that the larger the computation time shift τ of the data, the less overlap (similarity) there is with the initial trace. For rapidly diffusing particles, the likeness (correlation) of the data will decay rapidly with spacing τ, whereas for slowly diffusing particles it will persist for longer τ ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} B--D).

![Basis principles of single point FFS. (A) A high numerical aperture objective focuses a laser source to a diffraction limited focal volume. Fluorescence is collected through the same objective and passes through a pinhole before collection with an avalanche photodiode (APD). Inset depicts a single fluorescent molecule diffusing through the focal volume. (B and C) Theoretical fluorescence trace from a single molecule diffusing rapidly (B) or slowly (C). The data (black curve in each panel) is computationally shifted in time by spacing τ, 2τ (red and blue curves, respectively), and similarity, or correlation, is calculated (see the text for more detail). (D) Resultant correlation curves for traces in B and C, using the equation shown. G(τ) represents the amplitude of the correlation as a function of τ. The expected shift of the curve for the slow molecule toward the right compared with that for the fast molecule is shown. (E) Focal volume, a simulated fluorescence trace, and resultant correlation curve from single-color FCS measurement. The initial amplitude of the correlation curve (G~0~) is inversely proportional to concentration, and the decay of the curve with respect to τ is indicative of the average diffusion rate of the molecules. Two curves are shown, depicting different concentrations and different mobility. (F) Principle of cross-correlation spectroscopy. Two spectrally distinct probes are used. In addition to the autocorrelation analysis of the individual channels, the two channels are cross-correlated. The top row represents a strongly interacting pair, and is labeled high cross correlation. Note the similarity of the fluctuations in the two channels. The bottom row represents a noninteracting pair. The amplitude of the resultant cross-correlation curve is proportional to the strength of the interaction, as indicated by the arrow in the right panel. (G) In PCH, molecular brightness in counts per second per molecule (CPSM) are determined, and can be compared with controls, such as monomeric GFP and dimeric GFP (GFP--GFP) to determine the stoichiometry of the diffusing complex. Shown are examples of mostly monomeric Ste5-GFP and dimeric GST-Ste5-GFP ([@B24]). (H) FFS is ideally suited for mobile components present at low concentration, whereas FRET and other imaging methods are most successful at high concentration and low complex mobility.](zmk0241097080001){#F1}

This analysis works similarly with multiple molecules in the focal volume, as long as the number is small enough to be sensitive to fluctuations caused by molecules entering or leaving (see below; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E). The initial amplitude of the correlation curve (G~0~) is inversely related to the average number of fluorescent particles in the focal volume. Thus for an increased concentration, the amplitude of the correlation curve will decrease ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E, right panel). The shape of the curve reflects how fast the molecules move in and out of the focal volume ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E). One way to think of the correlation decay is a representation of the number of molecules that have a residence time of at least τ in the excitation volume. Most diffusing molecules are expected to have a residence time exceeding small values of τ, whereas few molecules are expected to have a residence time longer than large τ, and thus the correlation amplitude decreases with increasing τ. If particles diffuse rapidly (thus shorter residence time in the focal volume), the correlation would decay rapidly with increasing time lag τ, but if particles move slowly, correlation would hold high for longer periods ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}E). For a more detailed description of the calculation and analysis of correlation curves, see [@B12].

The information generated with FCS, including both the concentration and diffusion coefficient (a measure of molecular size) of the molecule of interest, is already useful to cell biologists. Accurate assessment of these parameters first requires that we know the size of the focal volume. This can be accomplished by analysis of something of known diffusion coefficient (often fluorescein in 0.1 M NaOH) using an identical microscope configuration. For standard confocal microscopes with a high numerical aperture objective and a pinhole set at 1 airy unit to reject out of focus light, it is usually on the order of 0.3--0.5 femtoliters. To put this in perspective, this is ∼1/100 of the volume of a spherical cell with a radius of 2 μm. With this information, the amplitude of the correlation curve (G~0~) enables an estimate of the mobile concentration of the fluorescent particles at the site of the measurement.

To extract a diffusion coefficient, the shape of the autocorrelation curve can be analyzed using several established models, such as a three-dimensional free diffusion model. Given the viscosity of the environment (such as the cytosol), which can be estimated using a standard such as free green fluorescent protein (GFP; [@B24]), fitting with this model allows an estimate of average complex size. This must assume some sort of shape, for example, spherical. However, it is worth noting that for spherical shapes the diffusion coefficient scales with the inverse of the molecular volume to the one-third power, making it difficult to make precise size comparisons with this method. Information on protein mobility may help more rigorous assessment of the validity of qualitative models. For example, Fradin and coworkers used FCS and imaging in live *Drosophila* embryos to demonstrate that the diffusion of a protein involved in developmental pattern formation is rapid enough to account for a concentration gradient important for pattern formation along the anterior--posterior axis ([@B1]).

FLUORESCENCE CROSS-CORRELATION SPECTROSCOPY FOR ASSESSING HETERO-OLIGOMERIC INTERACTIONS IN VIVO
================================================================================================

A very useful FFS method to molecular cell biologists is fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS), which is based on the same principle: correlation analysis of fluorescence fluctuations. FCCS is designed to examine complex formation between two molecular species labeled with different colors (e.g., GFP and mCherry). Fluorescence fluctuations of each color are recorded independently but simultaneously using two detectors ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F). Complex formation between the proteins tagged with the two colors is reflected by their codiffusion, akin to molecules "riding the same car" as they enter or leave the focal volume ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}F). Codiffusion can be measured through cross-correlation analysis of the fluctuations in the two channels as a function of time, with the amount of complexes proportional to the amplitude of the cross correlation ([@B3]). Most protein interactions in the cell are characterized by a dynamical equilibrium between bound and free species. Given the total mobile concentration of each of the binding partners determined by autocorrelation analysis of individual colors, and the concentration of the complex revealed from the relative amplitude of the cross correlation ([@B21]), the equilibrium constants for the binding between the labeled proteins can be determined. We note that the cross-correlating species need not interact directly; they simply must be part of the same diffusing complex.

Two recent studies extensively used FCCS to characterize dynamic interactions among components of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade in yeast ([@B16]; [@B24]). The dissociation constants for more than 10 pairs of proteins at their native concentrations in the yeast cytosol were reported using FCCS analysis. Interestingly, while a variety of conventional methods had previously reported the interaction between Fus3, a MAPK, and Ste5, a scaffold protein mediating the kinase cascade, FCCS revealed that this complex was surprisingly scarce in the yeast cytosol, compared with other well-documented interactions. Instead, the interaction was prominent on the cell cortex, as observed using fluorescence resonance energy transfer ([@B24]; fluorescent resonance energy transfer \[FRET\]; see below comparing FCCS and FRET). This highlights the usefulness of FCCS for detailing protein interactions quantitatively and with spatial resolution in vivo.

PHOTON COUNTING HISTOGRAMS FOR QUANTITATIVE OBSERVATION OF PROTEIN HOMO-OLIGOMERIZATION IN VIVO
===============================================================================================

The function of many regulatory and structural proteins depends on formation of homo-oligomeric complexes. Homotypic interactions leading to protein aggregate formation have also been implicated in many diseases ([@B2]). To this point, detection of homo-oligomeric complexes and determination of protein stoichiometry within homo or hetero-oligomeric complexes are challenging for traditional approaches, especially at low expression levels and with cellular spatial resolution. The photon counting histogram (PCH), a different analysis method that takes advantage of the same fluorescence fluctuation data as FCS, is a powerful method for assessing protein homo-oligomeric complex formation and stoichiometry in vivo. In PCH, the distribution of photon events per time bin is analyzed using statistical methods to determine the average counts per second per molecule (CPSM) emitted by diffusing molecules as they traverse the focal volume. This is accomplished through a convolution of all the possible positions of the molecules within a focal volume with the expected photon yield of a molecule with a given molecular brightness at each point of the focal volume ([@B4]). In actuality, the shape of the photon distribution per time bin is fitted to determine what concentration and what molecular brightness is most likely to account for it, taking into consideration the contribution of Poisson counting noise. An accurate understanding of the excitation profile (the point spread function) is therefore required.

As the CPSM depends completely on, for example, the laser power used and detection efficiency, it is by nature a comparison technique. However, knowing a priori how particle brightness scales with the stoichiometry of the fluorescent probe allows us to relate CPSM to the stoichiometry of the tagged protein within the protein complex. For example, once a linear relationship in fluorescence brightness is established between GFP standards (1×, 2×, ...) under a given set of experimental conditions, the brightness of the particles containing a GFP-labeled protein can be compared with the standards to report the stoichiometry of the protein per particle/complex ([@B5]; [@B24], [@B23]; [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}G). In the study of MAPK signaling, for example, PCH revealed that dimerization of Ste5 may be a key requirement for its interaction with Fus3 ([@B24]). [@B7] used PCH and other methods to detail the diffusion and homo-oligomerization of the focal adhesion protein paxillin in CHO cells. It is worth noting that PCH simply reports the stoichiometry of a given protein within a diffusing complex, regardless of whether or not the proteins present in multiple copies interact directly.

A more complex scenario is when proteins that self-oligomerize also simultaneously participate in hetero-oligomeric interactions in an oligomerization state--dependent manner, with homo- and hetero-oligomeric complexes coexisting in a dynamic equilibrium. An extension of PCH in two dimensions (2dPCH) with spectrally distinct fluorophores has the unique ability to elucidate such complex situations ([@B13]; [@B23]).

WHEN TO USE FFS AND ITS PROS AND CONS
=====================================

With no exception, FFS methods must be applied to dynamical systems where components are mobile. Without fluctuation, i.e., if molecules are completely immobile, FFS will fail entirely ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}H). However, FFS can work in cases where motion of molecules in and out of the focal volume is relatively slow, but this necessitates scanning techniques that limit exposure and photobleaching, at the expense of time resolution. For example, Schwille and coworkers implemented a scanning derivative of FCS to limit photobleaching while examining the rates of slow membrane diffusion in live yeast cells ([@B20]). Along the same line, concentration is an important consideration in FFS. Jamming the focal volume full with hundreds of molecules will diminish the ability to tell if one or two enters or leaves. Thus, although imaging welcomes high protein concentrations for bright signals, FFS methods thrive at low concentrations (up to ∼400 nM). The use of low-expression vectors or homologous recombination to knock in the fluorescent tag is necessary for successful implementation in any cellular system. Although the native expression levels for many cytosolic yeast proteins examined to date (10--200 nM) are well within the preferred range for FFS, high concentration presents more of an obstacle for FFS in mammalian systems, where fluorescent fusion proteins are often overexpressed. However, the challenge of expression level in cell culture is not insurmountable. For example, Cleveland and colleagues successfully applied FCS and PCH in PTK2 cells to examine the cell cycle dependence of the molecular complexes and stoichiometry of Cdc20, a key activator of the anaphase promoting complex ([@B27]). Rigler and coworkers recently implemented a controllable expression system to mimic native expression in *Drosophila* salivary glands to examine transcription factor--DNA interactions, leading to a dynamic model of target site finding through multiple association and dissociation events ([@B25]).

Among its many advantages, FCCS is particular useful for examining protein interactions that require the native environment and for quantitative comparisons of the strength of protein interactions at certain cellular locations or physiological stages. It is also wonderful to those researchers dreading long hours in the cold room. However, in addition to the general limitations that apply to all FFS methods described above, a present challenge for FCCS is the spectral bleed-through between the two fluorophores, which will generate false positives or background cross-correlation. For example, use of GFP and mCherry, which has been one of the most successful AFP pairs used in FCCS to date, results in a 3--5% bleed-through from the green into the red channel due to spectral overlap (using common filters that maximize detection of the GFP and mCherry). This produces a background cross correlation that considerably reduces the sensitivity for detecting relatively weak protein interactions. A cross correlation of 5% is expected for proteins present at ∼50 nM concentration and interacting with a *K*~d~ of 1 μM, but this level of interaction may be obscured by the background due to spectral bleed-through. Because of the possibility of fluorophore cross-talk, measurement of background cross correlation of a negative control, such as cells expressing the two fluorophores in unbound forms (e.g., unlinked GFP and mCherry), is required before data can be interpreted. Better yet, conclusions made from FCCS data of weak interactions can be reinforced if a biologically relevant mutation that specifically limits interaction of the two proteins also reduces the cross-correlation amplitude. Cross-talk is especially problematic when green and red fluorophores are present at different concentration ranges. If possible, the more highly expressed protein should be tagged with the red AFP, because red-to-green cross-talk is much less problematic than green-to-red cross-talk. It should be noted that possibly due to mCherry\'s sensitivity to photobleaching and/or poor folding, cross correlation is much less than 100% in live yeast even for a covalently linked GFP-mCherry dimer. The above problems strongly limit the dynamic range for FCCS to detect protein interactions. Fortunately, these are not insurmountable problems. For example, spectral bleed through can be eliminated by laser switching methods ([@B18]).

Finally, we compare FCCS with FRET, a popular method for assessing protein interactions in live cells. FRET reports protein interactions by detecting energy transfer from one probe, the donor, to a second probe, the acceptor, based on the proximity of two tagged proteins to the one-sixth power ([@B6]). Also a very powerful technique, FRET does not require mobile particles, nor does it require low molecular concentration. In fact, because low molecular concentration can present a difficulty for FRET measurements, FRET is best applied to proteins that are concentrated in particular cellular locations ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}H). Because many factors, such as the distance between or the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor probe, may lead to lack of a FRET even in the case of interacting proteins, a negative result with FRET may not be interpretable. FCCS, on the other hand, is not affected by probe distance or orientations and is more appropriate at low molecular concentrations. Furthermore, FCCS is more amenable to quantification of the extent of protein interactions. For example, an average FRET efficiency of 5% may reflect 5% of FRET between 100% of the pairs, or equally likely may reflect 10% FRET between 50% of the pairs. Such ambiguity does not exist for FCCS. For FRET data, more advanced analysis is required to attempt to differentiate between these two scenarios ([@B26]; [@B8]). Finally, an important difference to keep in mind is that a positive signal in FRET usually implies a direct interaction between the two examined proteins, whereas positive cross-correlation indicates simply that the two proteins are components of a same mobile complex. Thus, whether to use FRET or FCCS depends on what is known about the properties of the molecules and the type of information being sought after. We note that FRET between components of a diffusing complex may occur and will affect FCCS measurements. FRET to a red AFP will lower the molecular brightness of the green AFP and must be taken into account, especially if the researchers are attempting to examine stoichiometry of the species.

THE HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR POINT FFS
=======================================

Useful techniques must not require highly specialized equipment nor be difficult to establish. The basic system for point FFS is a confocal microscope with an adjustable pinhole that limits collection of out of focus light; however, a few special implementations are necessary for fruitful FFS applications. FFS works best on systems equipped with photon counting avalanche photodiodes. A high numerical aperture objective is generally required for studies in vivo, and for FCCS a color corrected objective is necessary so that the red and green focal volumes overlap well. Leading microscopy companies such as Carl Zeiss and Leica produce packaged systems or modules for FFS applications.

CONCLUSION
==========

The applications of FFS in live cells have exploded in recent years. For a live cell system with mobile components, there simply is no substitute for FFS for discernment of interactions, concentration, and stoichiometry. In addition to the well-utilized model of yeast and cultured mammalian cells, these studies have moved into increasingly complex systems, such as *Drosophila* oocytes and zebrafish embryos, and have been used to investigate increasingly complex biological questions. Challenges that have restricted the field in the past (e.g., limited commercial instrumentation options or weak red autofluorescent proteins to pair with GFP) have either been completely remedied in the last 5 years or are steadily being resolved. The applications of FFS will continue to expand, driven by questions in cell and molecular biology---as in vivo applications stretch the original FFS algorithm in space and color ([@B15]; [@B9]), leading to previously unimagined, powerful insights into dynamics of biological systems.
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